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Ankle, hip and stepping strategies for humanoid balance recovery

with a single Model Predictive Control scheme

Zohaib Aftab, Thomas Robert and Pierre-Brice Wieber

Abstract—While humans are highly efficient in dealing with
balance perturbations, current biped humanoid robots are
far from showing similar skills. This is mainly due to the
limited capacity of current robot controllers to deal with the
inherently complex dynamics of biped robots. Though Model
Predictive Control schemes have shown improved robustness
to perturbations, they still suffer from a few shortcomings
such as not considering the upper body inertial effects or non-
optimal step durations. We propose here a Model Predictive
Control scheme that specifically addresses these shortcomings
and generates human-like responses to perturbations, involving
appropriate combinations of ankle, hip and stepping strategies,
with automatically adjusted step durations. The emphasis of
this paper is on modeling and analyzing the effects of different
cost functions and coefficients on the behavior of the controller
while leaving real-time implementations and experiments for
later work.

I. INTRODUCTION

Recovering balance after a perturbation occurs can be a

complex process involving different strategies depending on

the situation. Experimental study of this process in humans

has led to identify three basic strategies, the ankle, hip and

stepping strategies [1], [2]. It has been observed that the ankle

and hip strategies work in parallel to recover balance, the

amplitude of the hip strategy being positively scaled with the

amplitude of the perturbation [3], [4]. The stepping strategy

is only triggered in case of stronger perturbations, but below

the theoretical stability limit of the previous strategies, so that

appropriate combinations of the three strategies are generated

in order to recover effectively with suitable step length and

duration.

Current biped robots are still far from showing similar

versatile and efficient responses to perturbations. Although

the hip strategy has been demonstrated to considerably

enhance the stability of biped systems through the use of the

upper-body inertia [5], [6] most biped control schemes only

implement the ankle strategy, only regulating the Center of

Pressure (CoP) with feet positions fixed in advance [7], [8],

[9]. Stepping strategies have already been addressed with the

Capture Point and similar concepts [10], [11], [12], [13], [14]

or with a Linear Model Predictive Control (LMPC) scheme

including future steps as potential control variables [15].

But all of these schemes suffer from the same common

limitations:
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– when the hip strategy is considered, a sequential tran-

sition from ankle to hip strategy is usually implied by

saturation or arbitrary thresholding [16], [17], [18],

– the step duration, which has a strong impact on the

efficiency of the balance recovery, is always estimated

or fixed in advance, which can be seriously limiting,

– except for [10] and the LMPC scheme [15], all the

stepping strategies mentioned earlier require that the

biped system stops in exactly one step, what is neither

always feasible nor desirable.

Our goal here is to propose an efficient balance recovery

scheme implementing an appropriate combination of ankle,

hip and stepping strategies. Such a combination has already

been obtained in simulation in [19] and the results were

impressive, but with a heuristic approach lacking both the

provable stability and the optimality that we are looking for

with our LMPC scheme. A similar combination has also

been discussed in [20], but without much details (“distribute

the high frequency components to the flywheel and the

low frequency components to the inverted pendulum”) and

therefore without much analysis.

Of all the balance controllers discussed above, the LMPC

scheme proposed in [15] is the most promising technique in

our view since it deals naturally with multiple step strategies

thanks to the calculations over a future horizon of time. We

will use it therefore as our main building block, and amend

it to offset its different shortcomings exposed above, namely:

– we will integrate upper body inertial effects in order

to generate appropriate combinations of hip strategies

with the ankle and stepping strategies already appearing

in [15],

– we will integrate a proper optimization of the step

duration for improved efficiency of the balance recovery

behavior.

We are going to present this amended MPC scheme in the

next Section, analyze the optimization of the step duration in

Section III and demonstrate in Section IV how the ankle, hip

and stepping strategies are eventually combined to generate

efficient balance recovery behaviors.

II. AN MPC SCHEME FOR BALANCE RECOVERY

A. Dynamic model and prediction horizon

A well regarded simple model of human and humanoid

balance is the Linear Inverted Pendulum (LIP) where the

whole mass m of the system is considered concentrated at

the Center of Mass (CoM), moving at a constant height h
above the ground [21]. Since we’re also interested here in



the effect of trunk rotations on balance, we supplement this

LIP model with a simple flywheel model as in [5] and [22],

leading to the simple linear dynamics

mh c̈ + j θ̈ = mg(c − z) (1)

where c and z are the horizontal coordinates of the CoM

and CoP, θ is the orientation of the trunk, j the inertia of the

trunk and g the norm of the gravity force.

The controller design initially proposed in [23] and further

refined in [15] and [24] is based on anticipating future mo-

tions on a prediction horizon composed of N time intervals

of equal length T . The motion on this future horizon is

considered having a piecewise constant third derivative
...
c

and
...
θ over each time interval. Considering the state

ĉk =





ck

ċk

c̈k



, θ̂k =





θk

θ̇k

θ̈k



 (2)

of the system at a time tk, all it takes is a straightforward

time integration to relate the position, speed and acceleration

of the CoM over the whole prediction horizon

Ck+1 =







ck+1

...

ck+N






, Ċk+1 =







ċk+1

...

ċk+N






, C̈k+1 =







c̈k+1

...

c̈k+N







(3)

to the piecewise constant third derivative

...
Ck+1 =







...
c k+1

...
...
c k+N






(4)

through simple matrices:

Ck+1 = Spĉk + Up

...
Ck, (5)

Ċk+1 = Sv ĉk + Uv

...
Ck, (6)

C̈k+1 = Saĉk + Ua

...
Ck. (7)

Detailed formulas for these matrices can be found in [15].

Identical relationships obviously hold for the trunk rotation

θ.

The linear dynamics (1) can be reversed to compute the

position of the CoP from the motion of the human or

humanoid system:

z = c −
h

g
c̈ −

j

mg
θ̈. (8)

As before, we can easily relate the position of the CoP over

the whole prediction horizon

Zk+1 =







zk+1

...

zk+N






(9)

to the piecewise constant third derivatives
...
Ck and

...
Θk

through simple matrices:

Zk+1 = Sz

[

ĉk

θ̂k

]

+ Uz

[...
Ck...
Θk

]

, (10)

TABLE I: Anthropomorphic proportions used in the simulation

Variable Symbol Value Ref.

Body height H 1.76 m
Body mass m 76 kg
CoM height h = 0.575 × H 1.012 m [25]
Foot length 0.152 × H 0.268 m [25]
Max trunk rotation θmax (forward) π/2 rad
Min trunk rotation θmin (backward) −π/3 rad

Trunk inertia j 8 kg.m2 [25]
Max hip torque τmax 190 N.m [26]

Control weight α1 1 m.s−1

Control weight α2 10 rad.s−1

Control weight α3 200 m.s−2

Control weight α4 100 m.s−3

Control weight α5 300 rad.s−3

Control weight α6 100 m

with

Sz =
[

Sp − h
g

Sa − j

mg
Sa

]

, (11)

Uz =
[

Up − h
g

Ua − j

mg
Ua

]

. (12)

B. Kinematic and dynamic constraints

The dynamics (1) of human and humanoid balance is

subject to a series of kinematic and dynamic constraints that

have to be satisfied over the whole prediction horizon, for all

i ∈ [k + 1, . . . k + N ]. For example, trunk rotation is limited

by articulation constraints. With such a simple model, it will

be constrained by direct bounds

θmin ≤ θi ≤ θmax . (13)

The same concerning hip torques:

j|θ̈i| ≤ τmax (14)

(values for all the geometric and dynamic parameters of the

model are gathered in Table I).

If fi represents the horizontal position of the support

foot on the ground at time ti, the maximum extension of

the support leg can be simply enforced with the horizontal

position of the CoM:

∥ci − fi∥ ≤ lmax . (15)

If f ′

i represents the horizontal position of the swing foot

above the ground, its acceleration will also be bounded:

∥f̈ ′

i∥ ≤ f̈ ′

max
. (16)

Finally, the CoP z is also constrained to stay within the

boundaries of the support polygon, what can be expressed in

the following way:

D(zi − fi) ≤ b, (17)

where D and b are a matrix and a vector encoding the shape

of the foot with respect to the position fi of the support foot

on the ground (more details can be found in [24]).



In order to express these constraints over the whole

prediction horizon, we have to relate the position of the

support foot over the whole prediction horizon

Fk+1 =







fk+1

...

fk+N






(18)

with the current support foot position fk which is fixed on

the ground and the positions F̄k+1 of the future steps which

will have to be decided by the balance controller. This can

be done easily with matrices Vk+1 and V̄k+1 filled with 0s

and 1s simply indicating which sampling times ti fall within

which steps (more details can be found in [24]):

Fk+1 = Vk+1fk + V̄k+1F̄k+1. (19)

C. Controller design

Following the controller design proposed in [15] and [24],

we consider an MPC scheme that anticipates future motions

over a prediction horizon. We are interested in regulating the

balance of a humanoid system standing still and experiencing

perturbations of various amplitude. The basic objective is

therefore to minimize the speed Ċk+1 of the CoM and

the rotation speed Θ̇k+1 of the trunk over the prediction

horizon while taking care of all the constraints listed earlier.

Minimizing the acceleration F̈ ′

k+1
of the swing foot will

appear to be valuable as well in the next Section, leading

to a multi-objective controller minimizing a weighted sum

min
1

α2
1

∥Ċk+1∥2 +
1

α2
2

∥Θ̇k+1∥2 +
1

α2
3

∥F̈ ′

k+1∥2. (20)

But following the analysis developed in [15], the resulting

motions appear to be significantly improved when minimiz-

ing also the third derivatives
...
Ck and

...
Θk of the motion and

the distance between the position Zk+1 of the CoP and the

center Fk+1 of the support foot. The final multi-objective

controller looks therefore to minimize

min
1

α2
1

∥Ċk+1∥2 +
1

α2
2

∥Θ̇k+1∥2 +
1

α2
3

∥F̈ ′

k+1∥2

+
1

α2
4

∥
...
Ck∥2 +

1

α2
5

∥
...
Θk∥2 +

1

α2
6

∥Zk+1 − Fk+1∥2, (21)

with weights α1 to α6 chosen with respect to the magnitude

of the associated terms and their importance in the balance

recovery process. Typical values are given in Table I.

As noted in [15], the third derivatives are weakly penalized

(relatively high weights α4 and α5) only to smooth the

resulting motion, with relatively low impact on the final

behavior of the robot. Same thing with the final term and

weight α6 which loosely centers the CoP in the support

polygon. More important is the penalization of the trunk

rotation speed with respect to the CoM speed, which affects

how much trunk rotation is used. For a reference weight

α1 of 1 m.s−1, reasonable values for α2 are around 3 to

30 rad.s−1. Most important in this paper is the weight α3,

the effect of which will be analyzed in more depths in the

following Sections.

Fig. 1: Minimal value of the objective function for different penal-
ization coefficients α3, or for no penalization at all of the
swing foot acceleration F̈

′

k+1, for a given perturbation and
different fixed step durations.

Since this controller only deals with the cartesian positions

of the CoM and feet and orientation of the trunk, mapping

these variables with the whole body motion of the articulated

robot is done with classical Forward and Inverse Kinematics

methods. The motion of the feet is interpolated with 5th

degree polynomials between their current position, velocity

and acceleration and their desired position on the ground

with zero velocity and acceleration (no impact).

In the following Sections, this multi-objective controller

will be considered only in the sagittal plane, with a prediction

horizon of length 1 s (N = 20, T = 0.05 s). The situation

will be that of a human sized model standing still with

both legs aligned in the sagittal plane, experiencing impact

disturbances of varying amplitude.

III. REGULATING THE STEP DURATION

Recovering from perturbations with automatic step place-

ment has already been realized successfully in [27], [15]

and [24] with MPC schemes similar to the one presented

here, but always with a fixed step duration. Yet, the adap-

tation of the step duration is at least as important as the

adaptation of the step placement when having to recover

from perturbations. Allowing the duration of the steps to vary

has been tried in [28], but the steps ended up being always

chosen the quickest possible: if no explicit lower limit was

set on their duration, they were chosen to be infinitely quick!

The reason for this ill behavior lies in the objective

function which was the same as the one proposed here

in (21), but without penalizing the acceleration F̈ ′

k+1
of the

swing foot. Let’s have a look at the value of this objective

function as a function of step duration in Fig. 1 for a post-

impact CoM velocity of 1 m.s−1. We can observe that when

the acceleration of the swing foot is not penalized, this

objective function decreases continuously with shorter step

durations: quicker steps always allow minimizing CoM and

trunk rotation speeds more and more efficiently. But quicker



Fig. 2: Combination of ankle and hip strategies when feet are kept
on the ground (no stepping). The disturbance is character-
ized by the post-impact CoM velocity. Resulting recovery
response is plotted in terms of peak ankle and hip torques.

steps incur a mechanical and energetic cost [29], [30] which

should be put in balance with the balance recovery objective.

We propose here to introduce a simple model of this me-

chanical cost in the objective function (21) by penalizing the

acceleration F̈ ′

k+1
of the swing foot. We consider moreover

in (16) that this acceleration can’t anyway exceed a given

maximum value. We can see in Fig. 1 that this combined

objective function rises steeply for very quick steps: its min-

imum is now reached for intermediate step durations, which

will depend on the coefficient α3. For the example depicted

in Fig. 1, minimizing the combined objective function (21)

with a coefficient α3 equal to 300 m.s−2 selects a step

duration of 0.23 s.

Note that allowing the duration of the steps to vary makes

the optimization problem (21) become nonlinear, requiring

more complex numerical solvers. In the case of an MPC

scheme like here, this nonlinear optimization problem needs

to be solved at high frequency for proper feedback effi-

ciency since it is evolving with time as the current state

of the system is evolving. Hopefully, parametric Sequential

Quadratic Programming (SQP) algorithms allow to solve

such evolving nonlinear problems at a relatively low com-

putational cost [31]. Initial numerical experiments showed

that we could solve the nonlinear MPC scheme presented

here in less than 10 ms, with room for improvement, so

real-time implementations are largely within reach [28]. But

we propose to focus here on the modeling issue, analyzing

the effects of different cost functions and coefficients on the

behavior of the controller, leaving real-time implementations

and experiments for later work.

IV. MULTIPLE BALANCE RECOVERY STRATEGIES

Let’s analyze first how the ankle and hip strategies com-

bine in our controller when the feet are kept on the ground

(no stepping) and the system is exposed to impacts of

various magnitudes. We can see in Figure 2 that for small

perturbations, the ankle strategy is used increasingly until

Fig. 3: Step length when reacting to varying post-impact CoM
velocities for different penalization coefficients α3, or for
no penalization at all of the swing foot acceleration F̈

′

k+1.
The step duration is fixed to 0.3 s.

it reaches its limit torque. If this ankle strategy is used

alone, a stability limit is reached for a post-impact CoM

velocity of approximately 0.37 m.s−1. When the hip strategy

is combined with the ankle strategy, they work in parallel

to recover balance even if the stability limit of the ankle

strategy alone hasn’t been reached yet, and the amplitude

of the hip strategy is positively scaled with the amplitude

of the perturbation, similarly to what has been observed

in humans [3], [4]. Together, these two strategies allow

recovering from much stronger perturbations, with post-

impact CoM velocities up to 0.55 m.s−1.

Let’s complete now the balance recovery behavior with

the stepping strategy. In order to analyze how the three

strategies combine, let’s consider first a situation where the

step duration is fixed to 0.3 s. We can see in Figure 3 that

if the acceleration F̈ ′′

k+1
of the swing foot is not penalized,

the stepping strategy is initiated even for the smallest per-

turbations, what isn’t a reasonable behavior. This parallels

the discussion we already had in Section III: if the stepping

strategy incurs no cost, then there’s no reason not to put it

at work, even when it’s absolutely not necessary nor even

particularly helpful.

Depending on how much this acceleration is penalized, the

stepping strategy will be activated at different levels of per-

turbations, as we can see once again in Figure 3. For a small

penalization (α3 =1000 m.s−2), the stepping strategy is

initiated before even reaching the stability limit of the ankle

strategy alone. For a strong penalization (α3 =10 m.s−2), it

is initiated only when reaching the stability limit of the ankle

and hip strategies working together. We can tune therefore

very easily when the decision is taken to use the stepping

strategy, and how much.

Let’s combine now these three strategies with the regula-

tion of the step durations and consider a situation where our

model is standing still, upright while a force of 1.5 times

its weight is applied horizontally forward during 0.05 s at

the level of its CoM. All parameters are set according to



Fig. 4: Snapshots of a balance recovery motion combining ankle, hip and stepping strategies after a force of 1.5 times its weight applies
horizontally forward during 0.05 s at the level of the CoM. Position of the CoP is indicated by an arrow below the feet.

Fig. 5: Evolution with time of the positions of the CoM in black and CoP in blue during a balance recovery simulation (top left). Red
and blue vertical segments precise the rhythm and positions of the steps, the gray zone emphasizing the support polygon on
the ground. Corresponding evolution of CoM velocity (bottom left), upper body rotational acceleration (top right) and position
(bottom right).



Table I. The resulting balance recovery behavior can be seen

in Figure 4, with corresponding plots displayed in Figure 5.

The system recovers successfully and stops completely after

2 steps of durations 0.35 and 0.3 s, followed by a final

grouping of the feet. The trunk accelerates forward during

the first step to absorb the perturbation, then decelerates to

avoid exceeding its maximum angle. The CoP remains most

of the time at the toes during the recovery phase for maximal

CoM deceleration, and goes back to the middle of the feet at

the end of the motion. All in all, our scheme demonstrates a

stable recovery behavior combining all 3 strategies naturally

and efficiently.

Note that the final position is with a trunk bent forward

close to its maximum angle (π/2) since the goal of the

controller (21) is only to decelerate the CoM and trunk

rotation, without specifying any desired final position and

angle.

V. CONCLUSION

We presented in this article an MPC scheme that demon-

strates biped balance recovery response to external perturba-

tions by intelligently using the 3 basic strategies observed

in humans. We showed how different strategies can be

effectively regulated by adjusting relative weight coefficient

values in the optimization criterion. In addition, the step

durations were also optimized by simply penalizing the

acceleration of the swing foot. Finally the simulation result

demonstrated a stable recovery response to a large external

disturbance to the standing posture. Future work is aimed at

extending this scheme to tackle external perturbations during

walking and the implementation of these ideas on a real

robot.
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